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Water structure and elastin-like peptide aggregation

A differential calorimetric approach

Jany Dandurand • Valérie Samouillan •

Colette Lacabanne • Antonietta Pepe •

Brigida Bochicchio

Abstract For the first time, calorimetric studies performed

at very low temperature highlighted the preliminary and

required conditions for further aggregation/coacervation of

peptides from elastin in solution through the structural water

reorganization around the peptides. For this purpose, we

firstly characterized by turbidimetry and differential scan-

ning calorimetry the synthetic S4 fragment peptide con-

taining the XGGZG motif (where X and Z correspond to

Valine or Leucine) which is able to form amyloid fibres

under certain conditions. We also investigated two medium-

sized elastin-related model elastin peptides containing the

VGVPG motif (E50 and E18) as well as their analogues

where proline is hydroxylated in hydroxyproline. These

peptides were shown to coacervate, and a close correlation

was found between the inverse transition temperature

obtained by turbidimetry and the clathrate-like structures

evidenced at low temperature by the calorimetric method.

Keywords Elastin � Hydrophilic hydration � Hydrophobic

hydration � Clathrate � Differential scanning calorimetry

Introduction

Surface hydration is closely connected to the structural

stability and flexibility of proteins, and its knowledge is

essential for a better understanding of biological activities

and pathologies. An important goal concerning elastin

research is to explain its ability to extend and contract in

repetitive motion in the hydrated state. Forty years of

research on the dynamics of elastin are reviewed by

Muiznieks et al. [1] emphasizing the crucial role of the

structural disorder of both the peptide chain and the sur-

rounding water in the mechanism of elasticity that can be

well described by the entropy-driven model [2, 3]. Because

of the extreme insolubility of elastin, most of the investi-

gations are carried out on tropoelastin, its soluble precur-

sor. The primary structure of tropoelastin consists of cross-

linking regions—where the lysyl residues are located—

alternating with large hydrophobic domains [4] that were

shown to be responsible for elasticity [5]. Tamburro’s

group synthesized a large series of polypeptides sequences

encoded by the distinct exons of human tropoelastin and

evidenced labile conformations by circular dichroism (CD)

and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) depending on the

experimental conditions and environment. These polypep-

tides alternate between different conformations in equi-

librium, giving rise to a conformational ensemble that

includes a-helices (favoured in structuring solvent like

TFE), folded sequences b turns and b strands [6] and the

more extended polyproline II (PPII) [7, 8]. PPII structures

are defined by an absence of intramolecular and intermo-

lecular hydrogen bonds and can, therefore, interconvert

between conformations. Nevertheless, even if the great

majority of these polypeptides sequences form organized

structures, only a few of them are able to coacervate [9, 10]

or to irreversibly aggregate into amyloid structure [11–13].

Coacervation, the initial step of fibrillogenesis in native

tropoelastin [14], is an entropy-driven process due to the

cooperative interactions between hydrophobic domains

[15, 16]. Below the coacervation temperature, hydrophobic
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peptides are certainly shielded by clathrate-like water

which prevents the self-aggregation. At the coacervation

temperature, these clathrate-like structures would be dis-

rupted, and the self-interaction of hydrophobic domain

becomes possible [17]. Coacervation phenomenon and the

associated inverse temperature transition are affected by

the amino acid sequences [18], the residue hydrophobicity

[9], the number of proline residues and their spacing in the

elastin-like polypeptides [19], and by the introduction of

electronegative groups [20]. Nevertheless, if these struc-

tural requirements are essential for the coacervation pro-

cess [21], the coacervation temperature is also largely

influenced by experimental parameters such as pH, solution

concentration and NaCl content [22, 23]. Moreover, the

hydroxylation of proline in (2S,4R)-4-hydroxyproline

(Hyp) is one of the most frequent post-translational mod-

ification in the proteins of the extracellular matrix-like

collagen and elastin. In elastin, the exact role of this

modification is not yet understood, and a very recent work

showed that the self-assembly of some elastin polypeptides

was significantly altered by the presence of Hyp, evi-

dencing different supramolecular structures [24].

If hydrophobic elastin sequences are in general optimized

to avoid an amyloid fate, studies have evidenced the propen-

sity of some elastin sequences to form amyloid fibres [25].

These authors suggested that the substitution of the rigid

proline amino acids with the more flexible glycine residues

accounts for this irreversible precipitation [26]. This precipi-

tation depends on some parameters such as temperature, time

and hydration level, and the main structures observed before

aggregation are the b conformations which act as seeds for b

sheet structures [13, 27]. To highlight the propensity of Gly-

cine-rich motif to amyloid forming, Salvi et al. have exten-

sively studied the influence of amino acid specificities or

solvation on the molecular and supramolecular organization

by CD, NMR, AFM and XPS [28, 29]. Elastin-like or amy-

loid-like peptides adopt complex supramolecular structures,

showing either hydrophobic or hydrophilic surfaces. Molec-

ular simulations of the monomeric and aggregated states

strongly evidence that elastin-like and amyloid-like peptides

have distinctive backbone hydration and peptide–peptide

hydrogen bonding [26]. More generally, the self-assembly

molecules domain is of rising interest, involving the con-

struction of smart materials able to perform specific functions

at the molecular scale. If the self-assembly of organic nano-

structures ismainly driven byweak intermolecular forces (van

derWaals forces, hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic effect),

strong intermolecular interaction such as ionic covalent and

coordination bonds can also play a central role in the forma-

tion of self-assembled materials, enhancing the dynamic

properties of the final supramolecule [30].

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) has proven to be a

useful technique to study phase transitions in proteinmixtures

[31], protein denaturation in biological compounds [32],

aggregation and self-assembly of proteins and peptides

[33, 34]; it is well suited for quantifying freezable water in

hydrated elastin [35, 36], for revealing the physical structure

of collagen and elastin in cardiovascular tissues [37] and for

analyzing recurring sequences of elastin such as pentapeptide

GLGGV [38], poly(GVGVP) [39] and the synthetic S4 frag-

ment [40] in the condensed state. Finally, it also runs in

solution, evidencing for example the hydrophobic hydration

of poly(VPGVG) [41] or the thermal behaviour of exon6 [42].

In this work, we propose to compare the thermal behaviour

of water in the solutions of distinct peptides from elastin that

either coacervate or form amyloid-like structures to gain

insight into the role ofwater in themechanism of aggregation.

Experimental

Polypeptide synthesis and purification

Five polypeptides (Table 1) were synthesized by solid-phase

methodology using an automatic synthesizer APPLIED

BIOSYSTEM model 431 A. Fmoc/DCC/HOBT chemistry

was used starting from (0.25 mmol) Wang resin (Nova Bio-

chem Laufelfingen, Switzerland) for S4, E50, E50H poly-

peptide syntheses. In the case of E18 and E18H polypeptides

having a proline at the C-terminus, the amidated polypeptides

were synthesized using (0.25 mmol) Rink-amide resin (No-

vabiochem, Laufelfingen, Switzerland) to avoid side reac-

tions. The Fmoc-amino acids were purchased from

Novabiochem (Laufelfingen, Switzerland) and from Inbios

(Pozzuoli, Italy). The cleavage of the peptides from resin was

achieved by an aqueous mixture of 95 % trifluoroacetic acid

(TFA). The peptides were lyophilised and purified by

reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography

(HPLC). A binary gradient was used, and the solvents were

H2O (0.1 % TFA) and CH3CN (0.1 % TFA). The purity of

peptides was assessed by electrospray mass spectrometry.

Turbidimetry

Experiments were performed on a Cary 50 UV spectro-

photometer equipped with a Peltier temperature controller

using quartz cells of 1 cm path length and reported as

turbidimetry on apparent absorbance (TAA). The solution

temperature was increased from 10 to 90 °C with 2 °C

every 5 min and then decreased back to 10 °C, monitoring

the absorbance under stirring after 5 min to reach the

temperature equilibrium. S4 peptides were dissolved in

TBS buffer [Tris (50 mmol L-1), NaCl (1.5 mol L-1) and

CaCl2 (1.0 mmol L-1) (pH 7.0)] to a concentration of

2 g L-1, and the absorbance was monitored at 440 nm.

The E50, E50H, E18 and E18H peptides were dissolved in



TBS buffer (pH 7.5) to a concentration of 100 g L-1, and

the absorbance was monitored at 400 nm.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

The DSC curves were recorded with a Pyris Diamond

calorimeter (PERKIN ELMER). The calorimeter was cal-

ibrated using cyclohexan and indium as standards. Solution

samples (15 lL, corresponding to a sample mass of 15 mg)

were sealed in hermetic aluminium pans, and an empty pan

was used as reference. All the curves were recorded with a

cooling or heating rate of 10 °C min-1. The concentration

of S4 peptide was 30 g L-1 (*17 mmol L-1) in TBS

buffer. The concentration of polypeptides E50, E50H, E18

and E18H was 100 g L-1 (*25 mmol L-1) in TBS buffer.

Results and discussion

TBS buffer

In order to determine the origin of the different transitions

of the peptides/TBS buffer systems, a preliminary thermal

characterization of the buffer alone was performed. The

DSC cooling and heating curves of the TBS buffer in the

-80/60 °C temperature range are presented in Fig. 1.

On the cooling scan are observed 2 exothermic peaks

at -20 and -45 °C. As previously observed in saline

solutions, these events are ascribed to the two-phase

transitions of the TBS buffer [43], namely the freezing of

primary ice (intense signal) and the freezing of the

eutectic phase, respectively. On the heating scan are

observed two endothermic transitions, namely the melt-

ing of the eutectic phase at -22 °C and the melting of

primary ice at 0 °C [43]. It is noteworthy that the two-

phase transitions recorded on cooling are shifted towards

low temperature when compared with the transitions

recorded on heating due to the supercooling of the

liquids.

S4 in TBS buffer

In order to investigate the aggregation properties of the S4

peptide, turbidimetry experiments were carried out as a

function of temperature (Fig. 2). The aggregation is

experimentally measured by spectrophotometry as a sharp

Table 1 Polypeptides characteristics (amino acid sequence and molecular weight)

Peptide Sequence Mw/kg mol-1

E50 (VGVPG)10 4.1103

E50H (VGVHypG)10 4.2701

E18 GAAAGLVPGGPGFGPGVVGVPGAGVPGVGVPGAGIPVVPGAGIPGAAVP 4.0042

E18H GAAAGLVPGGHypGFGPGVVGVPGAGVHypGVGVHypGAGIHypVVHypGAAVP 4.1002

S4 703-LVGAAGLGGLGVGGLGVPGVGG-724 1.734
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increase in the apparent absorbance value concomitant with

heating to a critical temperature. These experiments are

generally performed in TBS buffer, since the presence of

ions makes the repulsive force between peptides charges

decrease and promotes association, resulting in an increased

tendency of the peptides to aggregate by agitation [44].

As previously reported [45], the turbidity measurements

showed that S4 peptide undergoes an irreversible aggre-

gation triggered by the temperature. The temperature at

which the aggregation started was 60 °C and reached the

highest value at 90 °C. After that, cooling the solution did

not reduce the TAA. Combined with microscopy and

conformational studies [40, 45], these findings strongly

suggest for S4 an irreversible phase transition compatible

with an amyloid-like behaviour.

DSC Curves of S4 in TBS buffer (30 g L-1) were

recorded in the cooling mode (Fig. 3) after a previous

heating ramp up to the indicated temperature. On the whole,

cooling scans are observed 3 exothermic peaks at-70,-50

and -20 °C. As previously shown, the events occurring at

-20 and -50 °C originate from the TBS buffer.

As for the exothermic peak observed at -70 °C, unde-

tectable in TBS buffer alone, it arises from the combination

between solvent and S4 peptide. The low-temperature

value of this transition is rather unusual when compared

with literature data on the thermal characterization of

hydrated biomolecules. It is also noteworthy that a very

restricted number of DSC studies have been performed in

this temperature range for biological systems, and none of

the studies have been presented in this temperature range

on such peptides/solution systems. Nevertheless, a quite

similar thermal transition is detected for the crystallization

of water adsorbed in clays [46] or activated carbon [47] in

the -60/-50 °C temperature range. In the case of hydrated

hydrophilic polymers, loosely bound water exhibits a

crystallization phenomenon with considerable supercooling

in the -50/-40 °C range [48]. In cellulose, the freezing of

water bound to hydroxyl groups was shown to decrease

with the structural organization of the polymer [49]. By

analogy with these previous studies, the exothermic event

recorded at -70 °C could be ascribed to the crystallization

of freezing bound water in the hydration shell of S4 and

could be interpreted in terms of hydrophilic hydration. It is

noteworthy that this peculiar transition is in general better

evidenced in the cooling scans than in the heating ones,

where it can be completely absent because of its continuous

character [46].

This peak increases when the solution is heated above

70 °C, decreases when the solution is heated at 80 °C and

completely disappears when the sample is maintained at

80 °Cduring 3 h. As shown by turbidimetry experiments, S4

peptide in TBS solution self-aggregates into amyloid fibres

with increasing temperature. Moreover, CD studies [45, 50]

evidenced that the dominant conformation of S4 peptide in

its initial state was the PPII helix, extended and flexible

structure devoid of intramolecular hydrogen bonds, which

interconverts into folded b-sheet conformation through

hydrophobic interaction when the temperature increases,

reaching the irreversible, cross-b amyloid-like structure

above 80 °C. The hydrophilic hydration of S4 peptide can be

thus associated with the PPII conformation; once formed, the

cross-b structure is devoid of such a hydrophilic hydration,

leading to the disappearance of the exothermic event at

-70 °C in the DSC curves. As shown in Fig. 3, this hydro-

philic hydration disappears after complete aggregation into

amyloid fibrils that are characterized by an ordered, water-

excluding core-containing extensive secondary structures

[26]. Nevertheless, it was also evidenced by molecular

simulations [26, 51] on (GVPGV)7 and (GVAGGV)6 that

hydrophobic forces drive the emergence of collapsed water-

swollen conformations of polypeptide chains which precede

formation of the hydrophobic core; this fact could explain

the reminiscent and increase of hydrophilic hydration in the

curves corresponding to the prefibrillar states of S4 as shown

in Fig. 3 (after a first heating up to 60 and 70 °C).

Influence of ageing on S4 solutions

We have superimposed the cooling curves of S4 in solution

in TBS recorded in the low-temperature zone in the initial

state and after storage at 4 °C for 15 and 30 days (Fig. 4).

The thermal signature of the hydrophilic hydration at

-70 °C increases with storage of 15 days—which can

considered as the optimal time to maximize the polypeptide

chains/water hydrogen bonds—and slowly decreases with

further ageing. These slow changes show that the hydration

behaviour—connected to the self-assembly behaviour of
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the peptide—is able to vary with storage, in good agree-

ment with the suggested multistate processes of protein

hydration dynamics [52], and with the role of water

observed in proteins [13]. The influence of the time and/or

temperature on the structure is corroborated by the work of

Salvi et al. showing by CD and FTIR investigations that

preferential conformations can be affected by time of

analyses or storage [29, 53] and pointing out by AFM

experiments that the propensity of peptides to form amy-

loid fibres depends on the water activity in the medium.

E50, E50H, E18 and E18H polypeptides in TBS buffer

In order to correlate results from turbidimetry and calo-

rimetry, the four elastin-like peptides were studied in TBS

solution. We reported in Fig. 5 the turbidimetry experi-

ments performed for E50 and E50H (heating mode). The

same experiments (not shown) were performed for E18 and

E18H.

In this case, the sharp increase of the apparent

absorbance was associated with a coacervation phenom-

enon [24] since the processus is reversible on cooling.

The coacervation temperature was determined as the

temperature value at which 50 % of coacervation took

place. As expected, the coacervation temperatures of the

peptides containing hydroxyproline are higher than the

ones of the parent polypeptides containing the proline

residues. In particular, E50 and E18 have coacervation

temperatures of 35 and 50 °C, respectively. Conversely,

E50H and E18H have coacervation temperatures of 60

and 85 °C, respectively. The introduction of the hydroxyl

group on the pyrrolidine ring of proline reduces the

hydrophobicity of the peptides, reducing propensity to

coacervate.

The successive DSC heating scans of E50H polypep-

tides with different final temperatures are reported in

Fig. 6. The first DSC scan performed between -100 and

80 °C is characterized by the two-phase transitions of the

TBS solution at -22 and 0 °C as previously shown in

Fig. 1. In the low-temperature range is detected a small

exothermic event at -50 °C. Such a type of event has been

already detected in the curves of synthetic polymers and

associated with the cold crystallization phenomenon

occurring in the heating mode. This mode is reversible on

the second scan performed after the first heating up to

80 °C. Nevertheless, this mode is not detected on the third

and fourth scans performed after the heating up to -30 °C.

It is detected again on the fifth scan, recorded after the

heating up to -10 °C associated with to the melting of the

eutectic phase at -22 °C. A part of this peculiar ordered

structure formed at -50 °C must disrupt at the melting of

the eutectic phase, and in this way it is intimately con-

nected with water. By analogy with previous DSC studies

on CCl3F in a water-in-oil emulsion showing that clathrate

compounds could be formed during DSC heating scans

[54], we propose to associate this low-temperature exo-

thermic event with the formation of clathrate-like forms of

water at the vicinity of the hydrophobic residues of the

polypeptidic chains. In these structures, water molecules

are supposed to align themselves parallel to the non-polar

side chains, interacting with each other rather than with

protein atoms and would shield the hydrophobic residues

from self-interactions [17]. Therefore, this exothermic

event can be considered as the thermal answer of the

hydrophobic hydration of the polypeptides E50 and E50H;

such a type of hydration was previously estimated at 100 or

more molecules of water per pentamers in hydrophobic

sequences from tropoelastin [17].
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The DSC heating scans of E50 and E50H polypeptides

are reported in Fig. 7. Between -30 and 10 °C, DSC

curves are characterized by the two-phase transitions of the

TBS solution, namely the melting of the eutectic phase at

-22 °C and the melting of primary ice at 0 °C [43]. It is

noteworthy that the two-phase transitions recorded on

heating are shifted towards high temperature when com-

pared with the transitions recorded on cooling as done in

Fig. 3; the shift towards low temperature during cooling is

due to the supercooling of the liquids. At low temperature

(enlarged zone of Fig. 7) is detected a small exothermic

event at -75 and -50 °C for E50 and E50H, respectively.

Such a type of event has been already detected in the

curves of synthetic polymers and associated with the cold

crystallization phenomenon occurring in the heating mode.

Comparing the temperature of this exothermic event in E50

and E50H, it is patently obvious that hydroxylation of

proline leads to a significant shift towards high temperature

of the clathrate water formation. To confirm the effect of

the proline hydroxylation on the clathrate water formation,

similar DSC experiments have been performed on E18 and

E18H, and the resulting curves are presented in Fig. 8. In

the two successive scans performed for E18 and E18H, the

exothermic peaks associated with clathrate-like water

appeared at -73 °C and at -43 °C, respectively, with a

good reproducibility indicative of the same kinetics

behaviour. In a similar way as for E50 and E50H,

hydroxylation of proline leads to a shift towards high

temperature of the clathrate formation monitored by DSC.

These DSC experiments confirm that the presence of the

hydroxyl group of hydroxyproline in the polypeptidic

chain, which can undergo hydrogen bonding with water

molecules, alters the equilibrium among hydrophobic and

hydrophilic hydration [24]. It was previously argued [17]

that hydrogen bonds between clathrate water molecules are

disrupted when the temperature increases, exposing the

hydrophobic domains for self-interaction and thus leading

to coacervation phenomenon. In order to correlate the

clathrate water behaviour with the coacervation phenom-

enon, we plotted in Fig. 9 the temperatures of clathrate

formation and coacervation for the four peptides. As shown

in Fig. 9, the gap between the cold crystallization tem-

peratures of E50/E50H and E18/E18H from DSC experi-

ments is exactly equal to the gap between the coacervation

temperatures from turbidimetry experiments, confirming

the close relationship between these two thermally induced

events. According to Cirulis and Keeley [55], we can

wonder if the conformational changes in the polypeptide

sequence are the cause or the result of the change in

hydration. We can assume that the clathrate-like water

whose formation is monitored by DSC in the solid state

remains stable in the liquid state until the coacervation

temperature, keeping the peptide unfolded [22]. At the

coacervation temperature, the clathrate water molecules

become as disordered as the surrounding bulk ones, and the

hydrophobic residues are submitted to Van der Waals

interactions, leading to the folded conformation. The pre-

sence of hydroxyproline in the polypeptidic chains alters

the clathrate formation, enhancing hydrophilic hydration

and leading to less-aligned water molecules around the

hydrophobic residues. As a consequence, it induces a

reducing propensity of the polypeptidic chain to coacer-

vate: a higher temperature is required to induce coacerva-

tion, because a higher energy is required to destabilize the

hydrophilic hydration shell. Moreover, a previous study

showed that the reduced hydrophobicity of hydroxyproline

alters the ultrastructure of aggregates, which show a more

polymorphic aggregation pattern when compared with the
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fibrillar patter of proline-containing polypeptides. The

long-range order of clathrate-like water seems to be a

prerequisite for the further fibre formations.

Conclusions

This work shows that DSC can evidence distinct low-

temperature behaviours for different elastin-like peptides

solutions. On the one hand, the amyloidogenic S4 peptides

possess in pure water a great level of disorder. In the

presence of salts, this disordered phase leads to a hydro-

philic hydration detectable by DSC. Once aggregated into

their amyloid form, these S4 peptides do not exhibit either

amorphous phase or hydrophilic hydration, confirming the

ordered character of the water-excluding cross-b structure.

On the other hand, a hydrophobic hydration is revealed

for the series of peptides that coacervate, confirming that

elastin self-assembly is mainly triggered by hydrophobic

interactions. The temperature of the clathrate-like water

formation is closely connected to the amino acid sequence,

with an important influence of proline hydroxylation, and

can be used to plan the ability of the peptide to coacervate.
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